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 Kites Tour And Travels  was founded in (2010) Now it is a leading government recognized Overseas 

Manpower Consultancy which is duly registered & approved by the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), India. 

License No: B-1084/UP/PER/100/5/9341/2018  for recruitment of Indian manpower around the globe. We are 

engaged in providing Indian manpower (Skilled -Unskilled) for our overseas clients for any type of project. 

 We provide “Quality” manpower from India in Oil & Gas, Construction, Manufacturing workers from India. 

Our distinguished clientele represents a wide spectrum of industries like Oil & Gas, manufacturing, construction, 

engineering, telecommunication, petrochemical, banking, information technology, trading and distribution, 

shipping and aviation, transportation, call centers, business process outsourcing etc.

 Our company is managed by highly qualied professional Human Resource consultants with several years 

of training and experience both in India and abroad. Their skill, ability to gauge the requirements of the client, 

commitment to work and determination to achieve the goal to the fullest satisfaction of client is the basic aim of 

our organization force, along with extensive database of professional Indian workers with several years of 

experience in India, Gulf & South East Asia, our smart, systematic & streamlined methodology of recruitment, with 

our replacement guarantee, ensures that the clients projects is our “Highest priority”.

 We provide the right candidate in the right place at right time to our clients. We at Kites Tour And Travels  

make our clients more efcient in the areas of human capital administration and management, by providing 

quality manpower. We do not just provide assistance in recruiting staff and in training employees, but also in 

creating a new plan and in implementing strategies that would bring more business and capital to the 

organization.

About Kites Tour & Travels

Kites Tour And Travels Kites Tour And Travels Kites Tour And Travels 
Welcome you to

A whole new world of travel adventures...
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In the ever evolving techniques of modern business in the world and particularly in the Gulf Countries, our 

prociency in ̀ `MANPOWER'' has been indisputable. We move all types of labour force, whether special/skilled or 

unskilled. We employ the best tools and personnel in the industry to ensure that your esteemed business is always 

at the forefront of our vision and we fulll our commitments ahead of time. Our responsibility does not and there, 

rather, this is the beginning of our relationship. The success of your projects depends a great deal on employing 

competent and efcient manpower and to this and we are here to assist you to employ the required workforce 

to meet your requirements. It is our vision to be the most preferred Manpower Consultants partner of medium and 

large enterprises around the Middle East.

Speed, dependability, reliability and efciency are our areas of expertise and Customer Satisfaction our goal. 

We leave no stone unturned in our efforts to satisfy our principals. It is Kites Tour and Travels strong belief that Good 

Business Practices and the Friendship and Trust of our Clientele is the root of our success.

Our Vision

Our Mission



We offer professional and value-enhanced services to help you out with visa related queries ensuring that 

you have a truly enriching travel experience. Kites Tours and Travels has a full-edged department to ensure 

proper documentation, and quick hassle-free processing of passport/visas to any country. We have been 

highly regarded as one of the best in the industry in terms of delivering a timely and dedicated visa service to 

our customers. We provide ample advice and assistance in helping you gain the visa you require. We also 

specialize in Group visas required by smaller or larger groups. For information on how to get the best visa 

assistance contact us to enquire and learn more about visa assistance like:-

· Saudi Arabia Business visa

· Saudi Arabia Work visit visa

· Saudi Arabia Family visit visa

· Saudi Arabia Employment visa/wakala

· Saudi Arabia Umrah visa.

· Qatar Work/Employment visa

. Oman Work/Employment visa

. Bahrain Work/Employment visa

· Kuwait Work/Employment Visa

· UAE  Business visa

· UAE  Work visit visa

· UAE visit visa & many more.

Visa AssistanceVisa AssistanceVisa Assistance

Visa Assistance
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Kites Tour and Travels is an Indian rm that provides visa facilitation services for moving to any one of the GCC 

countries. The requirement could range from short term work to long term jobs or businesses. We are the one-stop-

shop for all requirements with respect to visa documents. Kites Tour and Travels gives you complete information 

on the same and veries the documents, ensuring that all formalities are complete before you embark on the 

new journey.

The different stages of visa facilitation include a variety of services. It starts with the processes of documentation 

and presentation, followed by collection, insurance, apostle services, legalisation and attestation. Our 

executives will clearly state to you the total time required and necessary documents, so that you can make your 

travel plans accordingly.

Documents authenticated in India and intended for use in another country need to be recognised as valid in the 

foreign nation. This entire process is recognised as Legalisation in this domain. Documents are initially 

authenticated by the respective State Government, and then by the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA). For nal 

authentication, documents are sent to the Consulate or MBA.

 These are the overall details of the visa facilitation services. Once you get in touch with us, our executives 

will walk you through the entire procedure.

Visa facilitation has a signicant impact on job creation across several world economies. Today there are clear 

opportunities for employees to travel after completion of GCC visa facilitation, and Kites tour and Travels looks to 

provide these to the applicants. We understand that delivery of information is important, current processes to 

obtain work visas need to be streamlined and eVisa programs have to be instituted in place.

 At Kites Tour and Travels, we provide technology-driven solutions for quick GCC visa facilitation. We make 

it convenient for our customers by reducing the documentation as much as possible. It is the open border policy 

which has led to the emergence of United States as a superpower, and today the Gulf Cooperation Council is 

moving in the same direction. This leads to the requirement of several employees in different sectors, and we help 

such potential employees tap into these opportunities.

T he visa facilitation policy for GCC is constantly updated over time. Our company keeps a track of these 

changes and informs the same to its customers. If you have enrolled with Kites tour and Travels for visa facilitation, 

it is our responsibility to provide correct information at every step. So start preparing for your new life in one of the 

GCC countries, while we take care of the rest.

Importance of the Legalisation process 

GCC VISA FACILITATION

Services We Provide

Visa Facilitation Services
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The process of attestation for all countries across the world is different. What is followed in GCC may not be the 

same in India. Kites Tour and Travels provides you with all the rules and regulations with respect to attestation of 

visa documents. We handle all the requirements of visa attestation and legalisation for our clients. For this 

purpose, we have several professionals with years of experience in this eld. Embassy attestation and a pastille 

services are required for employees who wish to move to one of the GCC countries. Our company is geared to 

assist you every step of the way, through attestations, legalisation of documents and authentication. Once you 

get in touch with our company representatives, they will initiate the process for you and provide you updates 

from time to time.

We prevent you from running around to different Government ofces for attestation and legalisation. We are 

trusted partners for administrative functions

These are the overall details of the visa facilitation services. Once you get in touch with us, our executives will walk 

you through the entire procedure.

Attestation/legalization of Documents



The Human Resources Department Ministry in New Delhi needed to attest visa documents earlier, which has 

been abolished since 2007. Now it is the duty of the state attestation authority to give the rst attestation 

certicate. After this, the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) and completes the next level of attestation. Provide all 

the necessary documents to Kites Tour and Travels and we will complete the HRD document attestation 

procedure for you.

State education department attestation does the rst attestation, called as attestation of certicate. All 

certicates of schools, colleges and other educational institutions are attested during this stage. During the 

interview process with you, our visa professionals make sure they have all the details from you. With this, the 

authentication and attestation processes are completed without any hassles.

Kites Tour and Travels handles all the jobs related to HRD documents attestation. Our executives are fully aware of 

the entire legal process. The reliability factor in our procedure is very high, which you can further verify from our 

present and past customers. On the other hand, if you try to complete this procedure on your own, it will get 

immensely complex and you are also likely to reach dead ends. So let the authorised document attestation 

company take care of your needs.

HRD Documents Attestation



Our Clientele Kingdom of Saudi Arabia



Our Clientele United  Arab Emirates

www.arabtecuae.com
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Hajj & Umrah Service
Kites Tours And Travels is a full-service travel company. Our reputation for excellence is earned through our 

experienced staff and our services to our customers by providing the ultimate in value and personal attention. 

We are helping people For Haj And Umrah And travel the world.

 We believe each customer is unique precisely why, we provide tailor made services to suit your 

every requirement. We provide numerous web-based comparisons for budget carriers to locate the best 

viable option available.

Throughout your tour our trained and experienced staff is at your service to guide you. Let it be at the 

airport for departure or performing Umrah for the rst time or while returning home, we are there to make 

you feel at home, and make your pilgrimage more comfortable.

The goal and key to the success of our company are due to the fullment of promises given at the time of 

booking.

Our Uniqueness
Personal Guidance & Attention

We Commit, We Accomplish:



The hotels which we offer are unique, comfortable and are genuinely of standard. Very close to Haram 

complex, which caters to the discerning international traveller for whom quality is paramount.

Saudi Airlines is our choice, which now ies non-stop to Lucknow to jeddah 

and jeddah to lucknow. 

Travel during Umrah in new luxurious buses having 49 wide seats with good leg room, making your travel 

utmost comfortable.

To make you feel at home, we provide you delicious cuisine by cooks accompanying specially from India. 

Food is served in buffet system with hot and fresh chapatis. We cater all taste of varieties in our food 
services.

Luxurious transfers in Umrah

The Most Selective Cuisine

Saudi  Airlines

Unique Hotels:



The Umrah or (Arabic) is a pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia, performed by Muslims that can be undertaken 

at any time of the year. In Arabic, Umrah means "to visit a populated place". As a technical term used in the 

Sharia, Umrah means to perform Tawaf round the Kaaba and Sa i between Al-Safa and Al-Marwah, after 

assuming Ihram (a sacred state), either from a Miqat like Zu  l-Hulafa, Juhfa, Qarnu  l-Mana-zil, Yalamlam, Za-t-

i- Irq, Ibrahi-m Mursi-a, or a place in Hill. It is sometimes called the  minor pilgrimage  or  lesser pilgrimage , the 

Hajj being the  major  pilgrimage and which is compulsory for every able-bodied Muslim who can afford it. The 

Umrah is not compulsory but highly recommended.

1. One Umrah is a cleanser for the sins committed between it and another Umrah. Bukhari, Muslim

2. To perform one Umrah in Ramadhan is equivalent to a Hajj. In another narration, it is equivalent to Hajj 

    performed with the prophet. Muslim

3. The performers of Hajj and Umrah are representatives (of the order) of Allah I. If they call Him, He        

    answers them and if they seek His Forgiveness He Forgives them. Ibn Majah

About Umrah :

VIRTUES OF UMRAH



1. Ihraam (i.e. The garments, with niyyah and talbiyah).                                       2. Tawaaf (with niyyah).

The wajib acts of Umrah are:

1. Sa’i (walking between Safa and Marwah).                                                         2. Halaq or Qasr.

A recent study shows that more than two-thirds of the pilgrims who performed Hajj rituals for the rst time could not 

perform them correctly. Lack of authentic knowledge, well designed knowledgeable books and unfamiliarity with 

places and ritual terms cause many problems to the pilgrims. Narrated Abu Huraira (Radi-Allahu 'anhu) : Allah's Apostle 

(Sallallahu 'Alaihi Wa Sallam) said, "(The performance of) 'Umrah is an expiation for the sins committed (between it and 

the previous one). And the reward of Hajj Mabrur (the one accepted by Allah) is nothing except Paradise." - Bukhari Vol. 

3 : No. 1

                 Being such an important act of worship, we sincerely understand at Kites Tour And  Travels how important it is 

for the prospective pilgrim to nd the right kind of package to suit his/her needs. You will nd us honest and straight 

forward in our dealings, always doing our utmost to recommend the package that best suits your requirements and 

providing accurate descriptions of all the services provided. We place great emphasis on these points and after several 

memorable and successful Umrah trips, we can honestly say that you will always be met with a friendly and helpful 

service, reecting a high degree of professionalism..

                Kites Tour And Travels is contracted to some of the largest and most reputable Umrah service providers in Saudi 

Arabia – with many years experience in providing quality Umrah travel.. We are therefore able to provide a quality and 

reliable service to all Umrah travellers from the moment they rst make contact with us until they return home

Fardh Acts of Umrah



Providing International Air Transport is one of the most dynamic features which make us stand different 

from the mob in the industry. We serve the fast facility of air ticketing to any destination all over the world 

for both our national and international clients. We are associated member of IATA (Accredited Member of 

International Air Transport Association) which is responsive, forward-looking and universal trade 

association, operating at the highest professional standards to cater the best touring facility of our 

company. We offer inclusive Air Ticketing Services that are looked after by Air Ticketing Staff. We offer air-

ticketing both for domestic and international ights of almost every airline at best existing rates.

We offer domestic air ticketing services to all the destinations as preferred by client's at best available 

fares. We assure the best rates in the market. The Airlines that are associated with are domestic airlines are 

Indigo, Jet Airways, Go Airlines and others.

We also offer International air ticketing services to all international destinations as preferred by client's at 

best available fares. We at “Kites tour and travels” assure and provide client friendly service. We deal in 

almost all International airlines for all the destinations around the world.

AIR TICKETING 

Domestic Ticket

International Ticket



We heartily understand the importance of tour and travel in this fast paced life style where people hardly get time to 

rest. Therefore, we bound our services to reduce your burden while you set to plan your holidays and provide the very 

best and life time memorable tour packages. We feel glad to share that since we are incorporated, Kites Tour and 

Travels is known to earn laurels for the termed committed tour planning in less span of time. Our tailor-made affordable 

travel packages with hassle free traveling services has led the landmark in the market of travel and tours. Below is list of 

some more famous tours that we serve to our customers widely to cater varied types of  best holidaying packages to 

our different customers. It includes -

Domestic tour packages - We largely serve all types domestic tour packages for various famous touring destinations in 

India. We have varied affordable touring plans for all the part of country from north to south and east to west.

International tour packages - Our team of professional international tour planners understands the hassle one face 

while planning for outbound tours. Therefore, we stand to hold on all pains of traveling outside the country while we 

cater the international round the world journey to our customers.

Group holiday packages - Group holiday lovers are vastly welcome to Kites Tour and Travels for collecting their 

favorable tour packages. Our expertise in this eld have specially designed group holidaying to any part of the world. 

We are committed to offer budgeted family and educational tours. Corporate holiday packages - As we are into 

serving different types of holiday packages, planning corporate holidays is one of the prime part of our services. We 

serve all types of customized holidaying option for our all cooperate deals in less time and fair cost.

Our Miscellaneous Services- We offer some more exciting packages of our customers that will surely add on to the most 

rejoicing traveling experience with Kites Tour and Travels . It includes adventure holidays -

TOURS PACKAGES



www.kitesworld.com
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401/18B, Abdul Aziz Road, Opp. Irfania Madarsa, Akbari Gate Chowk

Lucknow - 226003 U.P. (INDIA)

0522-4070864, 4109348

+91-9026074808, 9026889804

contact@kitesworld.com , kites63@hotmail.com 

www.kitesworld.com
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